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Vinland Saga 3
One of the greatest European historical epic comics ever written continues. The Mighty Laid Low Thanks to his claim by lineage,
the attackers surrounding Jomsborg want Thorfinn to be their leader, but it is a mantle he intensely rejects. When the battle for
leadership over the powerful Jomsvikings reaches a stalemate, Thorfinn must make a critical decision. With Gudrid held captive
within the fortressed city, walking away will not be an option. He must infiltrate Jomsborg to break her out, and the ensuing battle
will leave the greatest mercenary force in the North Sea changed forever...
After growing up listening to the tales of the great Leif Ericson, young Thorfinn is captured and raised to be a warrior by the raiders
who killed his family, but he never gives up on his goal of getting revenge on the band's leader, Askeladd.
The Dark Knight has fallen, sacrificing himself in the Final Crisis to defeat the ultimate evil. Tim Drake has laid down the mantle of
Robin to search the world for a sign that his mentor can be brought back from oblivion. Now collecting the entirety of this epic
saga, this second of three omnibus collections introduces Batman to his son, Damian Wayne, and takes the Caped Crusader from
the brink of death to the edge of madness. These blockbuster stories, including the now-classic Batman & Son, Batman- The
Black Glove and Batman R.I.P., feature a deconstruction of superhero comics like no other, with a challenging, thought-provoking
take on the man behind the cowl. This edition also includes the milestone 700th issue of Batman, featuring stories spotlighting
each of the Batmen from different eras, with art from Andy Kubert, Tony Daniel and Frank Quitely. Collects Batman #700-702,
Batman & Robin #1-16 and Batman- The Return of Bruce Wayne #1-6.
Guts, the feared Black Swordsman, is on the rampage — and it's personal. Mozgus, the malefic master Inquisitor of the Holy See,
in his murderous campaign against heretics, has captured Guts' former lover Casca and has her at the ready to be burned at the
stake in the Tower of Conviction, little knowing that Casca's demonic Mark of Sacrifice is drawing hideous dark powers to the
Tower. It'll take everything Guts has and more to defeat Mozgus — who is much, much more than a man — and even if he can, will
he be able to save Casca from the hordes of Hell amidst the inquisitor's disintegrating citadel?
WITHIN THE KING’S GRASP As Canute plots to become ruler of the entire Danish world, Thorfinn’s only ambition is to see a
harvest profitable enough to buy his own life back. But the fates of prince and slave will come together once again, as Canute
plans to seize Ketil Farm from its kindhearted master. What sinister tricks does the have up his sleeve, and could they dash
Thorfinn’s hopes for freedom? Meanwhile, Einar’s infatuation with Arnheid takes an unexpected turn when her former husband –
an escaped slave – barges onto the farm, insisting she run away with him… "A fascinating, violent, and moving story [that’s] firmly
among other timeless classics… Seriously, I don’t know how many different ways I can say this manga is worth reading." -Kotaku
Warrior supreme Guts has returned, and just in time to save the weakened Band of the Hawk from certain destruction… and to form
an intimate bond with the beautiful warrior Casca. But job one is to find a way to free Griffith, the Hawks' leader, from the dank
dungeons and round-the-clock tortures of the Hawks' former benefactor, the King of Midland. But while the flayed and starved
Griffith may be in isolation, he is not alone. Horrors beyond imagination await Guts and the Hawks in the catacombs, and those
who die may just be the lucky ones!
A modern remake of Osamu Tezuka’s legendary samurai tale about reclaiming stolen humanity–and don’t miss the stunning
2019 anime! A young swordsman travels alone through war-torn Japan, hunting demons wherever they might hide. His name:
Hyakkimaru. Soon he crosses paths with Dororo, an orphan who steals to survive. Dororo can’t help but wonder: Who is this
demon hunter with skin as cold as ice, and blades hidden inside his own arms...?
Two feudal kingdoms, Midland and Chuder, battle for supremacy in what will become the final clash in a century-long struggle.
Spearheading the Midland forces is the Band of the Hawk, a legendary cadre of elite mercenaries led by the charismatic Griffith
and with the fearless Guts as its berserker champion. The Hawks' ferocity, courage, and fearsome skills - not to mention Guts'
enormous broadsword - are just what Midland needs to turn the bloody tide, but during the fray, Guts and Griffith's most trusted
lieutenant, Casca, fall together from a cliff into a raging river. Miraculously, both barely survive, and Guts tends to Casca's wounds
as she tells of having her life saved by Griffith, her induction into the Band of the Hawk, and her deep feelings toward Griffith. She
even seems to finally be warming up to the grim Guts. But this greeting-card moment won't last long, for Chuder warriors are on
the prowl, and the only greetings they carry are on the points of their spears!
A BLOODY COMING OF AGE In a gambit to become the power behind the Danish and English thrones, Askeladd has taken the
prince, Canute, and plunged deep into a winter storm behind enemy lines. Canute's father, King Sweyn, gives him up for dead in
his haste to suppress English resistance. But Askeladd's small band can't outrun the tenacious maniac Thorkell forever, and when
the warriors finally clash, a storm of sweat and gore ensues that will turn a boy into a man and a hostage into a ruler of men!
"Gripping doesn't begin to describe Vinland Saga. 5 stars." - ICv2 "Deeply engrossing... If you have any interest at all in Vikings,
the Medieval period, or pirates, this is not a series you want to miss." - Anime News Network "For those who love Berserk, you'll
love this too... Worth the long wait." - A Case Suitable for Treatment From the acclaimed author of Planetes.
After years of butting heads and petty disagreements, Hanako and Taro begin to realize that the next stage of their relationship
may be the most challenging one yet. Naoya faces his own hurdles in trying to understand his feelings toward Ko, whose quest for
personal growth has led her farther out of his reach. Fortunately, big brother Hirotaka has some insight to share on the topic, which
may bring to light a new perspective of what Narumi means to him…
Using the soul-destroying Anti-Life Equation, Darkseid is remaking the heroes, villains and everyday people of Earth in his dark
image...and destroying the very fabric of reality itself in the process. Now superheroes from around the world-and across the
Multiverse-must make a last, desperate stand against the forces of Anti-Life. Will Earth endure? And when the Crisis reaches its
climax, who will make the ultimate sacrifice? Collecting Batman #676-683, #701-702, Birds of Prey #118, DC Universe #0, DC
Universe- The Last Will and Testament #1, Final Crisis #1-7, Final Crisis- Legion of 3 Worlds #1-5, Final Crisis- Requiem #1, Final
Crisis- Resist #1, Final Crisis- Revelations #1-5, Final Crisis- Rogues' Revenge #1-3, Final Crisis- Secret Files #1, Final CrisisSubmit #1, Final Crisis- Superman Beyond #1-2, Flash #240-241, Justice League of America #21, Superman/Batman #76, Teen
Titans #59-60 and Terror Titans #1-6.
The world of Guts, the Black Swordsman, is changing in a hurry. Though a demonic maelstrom has leveled the dreaded Tower of
Conviction and ended the reign of terror of its grand inquisitor, Mozgus, peace has not returned to Midland. The Tower’s fall has
heralded the unexpected return of Griffith, Guts former leader, last seen transformed from a shattered husk into one of the demon
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lords of the Godhand. but Griffith looks like his old self again — and with his dreams of carving out a kingdom by his own hand still
intact. He’s raising a new Band of the Hawk, but this time he’s recruiting from the dark side to fulfill his deadly destiny!
One of the most explosive sagas in comics history! Peter Parker's world is rocked like never before by the return of his clone, long
thought dead. For years, the clone has lived in peace as "Ben Reilly," but now he will be drawn back into wall-crawling action as
the Scarlet Spider! But who or what is Kaine? Both Peter and Ben will be caught in a web of death spun by the Jackal, and their
power and responsibility will be tested to the limits as the villain's game of smoke and mirrors raises the question: just who is the
real Amazing Spider-Man? COLLECTING: WEB OF SPIDER-MAN (1985) 117-125, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) 394-401,
SPIDER-MAN (1990) 51-58, SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN (1976) 217-224, SPIDER-MAN UNLIMITED (1993) 7-9
The once unbeatable Band of the Hawk is smashed, and their former leader, Griffith, has made an unholy pact with the demon
lords of the Godhand, sacrificing his former troops to resurrect his crippled body and ascend to stand in power beside these
profane gods. The Invocation of Doom has unleashed a plague of unspeakable horrors upon the earth, and the first battle not only
shatters the Hawks, but the hand of their champion, Guts, and the mind of their captain and Guts’ lover, Casca. And while time
may heal some of Guts’ wounds, it will not heal his desire for vengeance. And his discovery of a gigantic, dragon-slaying sword
might be just the ticket to deal out some king-sized payback! Also included in this volume: "Berserk Prototype," the very first
Berserk story, created during Kentaro Miura’s college days as his audition that sold the series!
After a hellish battle against ravenous sea monsters, Guts the Black Swordsman and his companions are forced to seek refuge on a small
island so that their ship can be repaired. But this island is not the safe haven they’d hoped for — it’s a sinister place rife with dark energy,
watched over by an ancient, vengeful god. And with a full moon on the rise, that god’s power is about to be unleashed...
Eine kuhne Geschichte um Rache und Leid angesiedelt im Europa des elften Jahrhunderts... DIe nordischen Seemanner sind landauf,
landab gefurchtet fur ihre grausame Starke! In diesem Milieu siedelt Makoto Yukimura sein packendes Wikinger-Epos VINLAND SAGA an.
Thorfinn ist der Sohn eines der groSSten Krieger, den die Wikinger je hatten, doch er muss mitansehen, wie sein geliebter Vater im Kampf
gegen den Soldnerfuhrer Askeladd stirbt. AUf Rache bedacht, schlieSSt er sich Askeladds Trupp an, um ihn eines Tages im Duell zu fordern
und zu besiegen. DOch bevor es dazu kommt, wird er in den Krieg um die Krone in England hineingezogen...
Guts, the Black Swordsman, goes from the frying pan to the fire as he must enter the mating chamber in the horrifying lair of trolls to rescue
his love, Casca, and the Lady Farnese from the loathsome attentions of the hideous beasts. But while even an army of trolls cannot stand
against Guts's boundless fury, the mightiest of warriors is no match for a demon lord. And so when Slan of the Godhand manifests from the
entrails of slain trolls and takes Guts into her deadly embrace, Guts discovers he may not only be fighting for his life, but for his very soul!
Eine kühne Geschichte um Rache und Leid angesiedelt im Europa des elften Jahrhunderts... Die nordischen Seemänner sind landauf,
landab gefürchtet für ihre grausame Stärke! In diesem Milieu siedelt Makoto Yukimura sein packendes Wikinger-Epos VINLAND SAGA an.
Thorfinn ist der Sohn eines der größten Krieger, den die Wikinger je hatten, doch er muss mitansehen, wie sein geliebter Vater im Kampf
gegen den Söldnerführer Askeladd stirbt. Auf Rache bedacht, schließt er sich Askeladds Trupp an, um ihn eines Tages im Duell zu fordern
und zu besiegen. Doch bevor es dazu kommt, wird er in den Krieg um die Krone in England hineingezogen...
Vinland Saga 03Vinland SagaKodansha Comics
Delve further into the Attack on Titan universe with this hugely-anticipated new prequel series: a focused drama that follows Levi's journey
from a life of crime to his ultimate destiny as humanity's strongest guardian, and his friendship with the ruthless, principled Commander
Erwin. Featuring many of the settings and characters fans have come to love since Attack on Titan's original release, No Regrets also
explores the origins of the world's many friendships and rivalries - all of which must be put to one side when the Titans begin their assault.
Collect the next volume of groundbreaking stories from this popular graphic novel series that is the inspiration behind the AMC television
series! Beginning with the War in the Sun story, Texan preacher Jesse Custer goes to Monument Valley, where he plans his showdown with
God. But Starr and the Saint of Killers have other plans for Jesse's future. Merging with a bizarre spiritual force called Genesis, Jesse
becomes completely disillusioned with the beliefs that he had dedicated his entire life to. Now possessing the power of the Word, an ability to
make people obey whatever he utters, Custer sets off on a dark journey. He loses faith in both humanity and God as he witnesses atrocities
and improbable calamities during his travels. Jesse is joined by his gun-toting girlfriend, Tulip, and the hard-drinking Irish vampire, Cassidy,
on the rowdy adventures that culminate in the High Noon to end all High Noons. Included in this omnibus are specials featuring the origins of
Arseface, the dastardly adventures of Jody and T.C.--the animal-loving henchmen employed by Jesse Custer's grandma--Jesse and Tulip's
early days of love, and much, much more. The powerhouse creative team of Garth Ennis and Steve Dillon does not disappoint as they take
readers on a violent and riotous journey in this award-winning series! Collects Preacher #34-66, Preacher Special: The Story of You-KnowWho, Preacher Special: The Good Old Boys, Preacher Special: One Man's War, Preacher: Tall in the Saddle, Absolute Preacher Vol. 2, and
Absolute Preacher Vol. 3.

"First published in Japan in 2018, 2019 by Kodansha Ltd., Tokyo, as Vinland Saga, volumes 21 and 22"--Colophon.
Guts, the Black Swordsman, and his companions have finally arrived at the sea, where they discover a mysterious child who
seems to share a special bond with Guts and his former lover, the now-mad Casca. The troupe's brief respite at the shore offers
moments for quiet introspection and deeper bonding, but such peace is always short lived where Guts is involved, and Guts must
once again don the demonic Berserker Armor to take on a force of bloodthirsty beasts emerging from the once-peaceful surf,
possessed by the accursed sorcery of a powerful Kushan enchanter! And who knows what will happen when internal strife pushes
a member of Guts's band unknowingly into the comforting companionship of an enemy!
At long last, it's finally time for the THIRD massive hardcover collection of SAGA, the critically acclaimed sci-fi/fantasy series from
the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of artist FIONA STAPLES and writer BRIAN K. VAUGHAN. Collecting 18 of the most
shocking and impactful issues from the epic tale of Hazel and her star-crossed parents, this deluxe edition features a striking, allnew original cover from FIONA STAPLES, as well as exclusive, never-before-seen extras. Collects SAGA #37-54
The Mighty Laid Low Thanks to his claim by lineage, the attackers surrounding Jomsborg want Thorfinn to be their leader, but it is
a mantle he intensely rejects. When the battle for leadership over the powerful Jomsvikings reaches a stalemate, Thorfinn must
make a critical decision. With Gudrid held captive within the fortressed city, walking away will not be an option. He must infiltrate
Jomsborg to break her out, and the ensuing battle will leave the greatest mercenary force in the North Sea changed forever…
Août 1013, suite au massacre des camps vikings de Northumbrie, l'armée danoise se fait de plus en plus agressive en Angleterre.
D'expédition en expédition, l'armée dirigée par Floki, rejointe par celle d'Askeladd, arrive enfin à Londres. Mais après des
décennies d'attaques. Londres est plus que parée contre les Vikings. Pour l'armée danoise, le combat s'annonce d'autant plus
rude que Torkell, le frère cadet du général des lomsvikings Sigvald, lassé de combattre des Anglais qu'il juge trop faibles, a décidé
de changer de camp pour s'amuser un peu. Face à cet imprévu de taille, Askeladd a, comme toujours, une idée de génie :
envoyer le jeune Thorfinn lui rapporter la tête de Torkell en échange d'une promesse de duel...
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NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Considering a trip to a quaint English village? You’ll think twice after learning about the countless
murderous possibilities lurking behind the bucolic façades, thanks to this illustrated guide from #1 bestselling author Maureen
Johnson and illustrator Jay Cooper—perfect for fans of cozy mysteries. A weekend roaming narrow old lanes, touring the faded
glories of a country manor, and quaffing pints in the pub. How charming. That is, unless you have the misfortune of finding yourself
in an English Murder Village, where danger lurks around each picturesque cobblestone corner and every sip of tea may be your
last. If you insist on your travels, do yourself a favor and bring a copy of this little book. It may just keep you alive. Brought to life
with dozens of Gorey-esque drawings by illustrator Jay Cooper and peppered with allusions to classic crime series and
unmistakably British murder lore, Your Guide to Not Getting Murdered in a Quaint English Village gives you the tools you need to
avoid the same fate, should you find yourself in a suspiciously cozy English village (or simply dream of going). Good luck! And
whatever you do, avoid the vicar.
At the turn of the 11th century, the North Sea is in the grip of the Viking terror. The clever Askeladd leads his small band of
mercenaries into London, with the aid of the ruthless young Thorfinn, son of a warrior in the dreaded Jomsvikings. But this is an
alliance of convenience: Thorfinn has sworn to kill Askeladd one day to avenge his father's death. When a race begins to capture
the prince and secure the rights to the throne, personal grudges will clash with the fate of a kingdom, and blood will be spilled!

The year is 2025, the older brother decides to trust himself just one last time. It’s the start of an adventure that aims for
Mars via JAXA in the town of Tsukuba! The official Space Brothers manga is ready to launch! Two brothers looked to the
starry skies as children and made a promise. And now, in the year 2025, the younger brother, Hibito, is carrying out his
promise. He is an astronaut who has been selected as a crew member for mankind’s first longterm base on the moon.
Meanwhile, the older brother, Mutta, has just been fired from his job and is unemployed. A text message from Hibito
sends him applying to be an astronaut and shooting for the stars!
Written by Preacher co-creator Garth Ennis, Hellblazer by Garth Ennis Omnibus Vol. 1 collects the game changing
stories that breathed new life into the fan favorite character, John Constantine. John Constantine is dying. As a sorcerer
literally haunted by the demons of his past, John is no stranger to mystic bedevilment or supernatural horror. But it's his
chain smoking that ultimately brings death to Constantine's front door. Between this, and investigations of a grisly serial
murderer and strategies against the Lord of Hell, there is no rest for the wicked. Especially when your name is John
Constantine. Written by Garth Ennis (Preacher, Punisher MAX) with art by fan favorites Steve Dillon (Preacher, Punisher
MAX) Hellblazer by Garth Ennis Omnibus Vol. 1 brings together Ennis' entire run for the first time! Collects Hellblazer
#41-50, #52-83, #129-131, Vertigo Jam #1, Hellblazer Special #1, Heartland #1, Vertigo: Winter's Edge #2
The Avengers and Fantastic Four return from the pocket dimension of "Heroes Reborn," but the Earth they left behind
still needs heroes! As waters rise and Celestials loom, will Rikki "Bucky" Barnes and her Young Allies step up - or is
Doctor Doom the iron hand that this ravaged planet needs? Trapped on this Counter-Earth, the disguised villains called
the Thunderbolts must choose between escape or becoming heroes! And the interdimensional Exiles drop in for a visit!
But when Onslaught rises, Franklin Richards returns to the original world he created - and Rikki Barnes must summon
allies from the real Marvel Universe! COLLECTING: HEROES REBORN: THE RETURN (1997) 1-4; THOR ANNUAL
1999; HEROES REBORN (2000): DOOMSDAY, ASHEMA, MASTERS OF EVIL, REBEL, REMNANTS, YOUNG ALLIES,
DOOM; FANTASTIC FOUR (1998) 25, 31; DOOM (2000) 1-3; DOOM: THE EMPEROR RETURNS (2002) 1-3;
THUNDERBOLTS (1997) 51-52, 60-62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74; EXILES (2001) 81-82; ONSLAUGHT REBORN (2006)
1-5; ONSLAUGHT UNLEASHED (2011) 1-4; MARVEL SPOTLIGHT (2005): HEROES REBORN/ONSLAUGHT
REBORN
Griffith, charismatic leader of the elite mercenary Band of the Hawk, has seen better days. His fearless champion, Guts,
has left the Band, defeating Griffith in personal combat as his ticket out. With his judgment clouded by this unthinkable
humiliation, Griffith eases his pain in the arms of the daughter of Midland’s king. But the King doesn’t take kindly to an
employee picking the royal flowers, and the next stop for Griffith is the dungeon and the torture rack! Without Griffith and
Guts, the Hawks become easy prey for Midland’s army, and the AWOL Guts may be the only answer to the Hawks' —
and Griffith’s — lethal problems.
The Saga of the Greenlanders and Eirik the Red’s Saga contain the first ever descriptions of North America, a bountiful
land of grapes and vines, discovered by Vikings five centuries before Christopher Columbus. Written down in the early
thirteenth century, they recount the Icelandic settlement of Greenland by Eirik the Red, the chance discovery by seafaring
adventurers of a mysterious new land, and Eirik’s son Leif the Lucky’s perilous voyages to explore it. Wrecked by
storms, stricken by disease and plagued by navigational mishaps, some survived the North Atlantic to pass down this
compelling tale of the first Europeans to talk with, trade with, and war with the Native Americans.
The century-spanning war between Midland and Chuder continues unabated. The two warring kingdoms, vying for
supremacy, launch headfirst into what will become the final battle. Leading the Midland forces are the Band of the Hawk,
lead by the charismatic Griffith, with the fearless Guts as his trusted champion. But should the Hawks triumph again on
the battlefield, the war with Chuder may end, but the secret war within Midland may begin as those who seek to rise
within the court see the ambitious Griffith as an obstacle to obtaining power. And nothing is more formidable than an
enemy unseen!
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